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Patooyee’s Parts Dual TC / CB Steering Pump 

Bracket for Gen. IV GM Truck Engines 

 

This kit has been tested and proven to work with three different pulley offsets: 

 CB-style steering pumps in conjunction with GM pulley part number 12587561.  It can be purchased for 

about $21 + shipping from www.gmpartsdirect.com and other GM parts dealers. 

 TC-style power steering pumps in conjunction with stock Jeep TJ power steering pump pulleys such as 

would be found on a 2002 Jeep Wrangler with 4.0L engine. 

 TC-style power steering pumps in conjunction with PSC Motorsports pulley number 2402.  This pulley 

can be purchased at www.pscmotorsports.com. 

Pulleys other than those listed above may work with this kit also, some with the spacers provided, others may 

require custom length spacers.  Due to the immense variety of pulleys available in the marketplace today not all 

can be tested.  As a result, Patooyee’s Parts cannot warrant the use of, nor provide support for, pulleys other 

than those listed above. 

You may wish to use one TC-style pump and one CB-style pump with this kit.  They may be used in whichever 

position you desire. 

The belt size required depends upon the pulley sizes used and the position in which they are placed.  Please 

refer to the chart at the end of these instructions for belt size recommendations. 

PLEASE NOTE that this kit is meant to simply provide the user with a method in which to mount two power 

steering pumps on the engine in a useable fashion.  Patooyee’s Parts does not provide support or technical 

assistance in designing any other portion of the vehicle’s hydraulic system.  Every vehicle’s hydraulic system 

will need to be custom-designed to work properly with dual power steering pumps.  The user will need to 

consult a hydraulic expert if they do not know how to set the system up properly.  Patooyee’s Parts cannot 

design your system for you. 

 

1. Disconnect the vehicle’s positive battery cable. 

2. Disconnect all wires and plugs from your alternator. 

3. Remove vehicle’s stock serpentine belt. 

4. Installation of this kit will be much easier if you remove the alternator from its bracket but this is not 

required. 

5. Remove factory power steering pump and all associated brackets. 

6. Remove factory accessory bracket from engine. 

7. Refer to photos 7a and 7b for this step.  This kit requires the modification and reuse of the stock 

accessory bracket.  Not all factory accessory brackets are the same but they are all similar to photo 6a.  

Use a reciprocating saw, band saw, or other means to cut the factory accessory bracket in half along 

the red line shown in 6a so that the bracket looks like that shown in 6b. 

8. Discard the bottom portion of the bracket where the factory pump was, you will no longer need it. 

9. Refer to the exploded view and photo 9 for this step.  CONSULT THE BELT SIZING TABLE BEFORE 

CONTINUING.  Install provided idler pulleys using the shorter 10mm bolts supplied with this kit, a step-

bushing, washer, and lock-nut.  It is easiest to install the steering pumps that you will be using during 

this step but not all engine compartments will have adequate space to do so.  If yours does not, just 

install the power steering pumps after bolting the bracket onto the engine. 

http://www.gmpartsdirect.com/
http://www.pscmotorsports.com/
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10. Use the longer 8mm bolts and lock-nuts in conjunction with the ½-inch 8mm spacer bushings with TC-

style pumps.  If you are using a CB-style pump use the shorter 8mm bolts supplied in conjunction with 

the ¼-inch spacer bushings supplied. 

11. Refer to photo 11 for this step.  Install SOCKET-HEAD BOLT in the lower mounting hole using the long 

spacer supplied with kit.  DO NOT use a lock washer or flat washer.  You may use a thread-locking 

compound similar to Loctite if you wish. Hand-tighten for now.  If you have space it is OK to let the 

bracket hang down as shown for now. 

12. Refer to photo 12 for this step.  An assistant may be useful to hold things in place as you install spacers 

and bolts in this step.  Align welded spacer on the back of the bracket with the lower right boss of the 

alternator bracket  so that one of the longer supplied 10mm hex bolts goes through both brackets and 

threads into the hole in the head.  DO NOT use a lock washer or flat washer.  You may use thread-locker 

if you wish.  Hand-tighten for now.  The bolt referred to in this step has a red arrow pointing at it in the 

photo. 

13. Refer to photo 12 again for this step.  Slide provided 10mm aluminum spacers in behind the pump 

bracket in the positions with yellow arrows pointing at them.  Install remaining 10mm hex bolts through 

both brackets with spacers between and hand-thread them into the holes in the head. 

14. Tighten all 10mm mounting bolts to 50 n.m / 37 lb ft and 8mm bolts to 34 n.m / 25 lb ft. 

15. Install pump pulleys using the proper pulley installation tools. 

16. Reinstall alternator if you removed it previously. 

17. Install new serpentine belt according to routing shown in photo 17.  It is easiest to run the belt over all 

pulleys except the water pump pulley and then pry the tensioner to the right while sliding the belt onto 

the smooth water pump pulley last. 

18. Install all hydraulic plumbing associated with the pumps. 

19. Reinstall all plugs and wires on the alternator. 

20. Reconnect positive battery cable. 

For questions / comments email patooyeesparts@gmail.com.  Please include your name and a phone number. 

 

Belt Sizing Table 

Pulley Diameter Belt 
Length 

Gates 
Part 

Number 

Dayco 
Part 

Number 

Bando 
Part 

Number 

Goodyear 
Part 

Number 
Top Pulley Bottom Pulley 

6.56" 6.56" 119.5 K061195 5061195 6PK3035  --- 

6.56" 5.5" 118.5 K061187 5061185 6PK3020 4061187 

5.5" 6.56" 118.5 K061187 5061185 6PK3020 4061187 

*** 5.5" *** *** 5.5" *** 117.75 K061177 5061178 6PK2995 4061175 

 

*** If using a 5.5” pulley on both pumps you must use stock-sized idler pulleys instead of the 

smaller ones included.  If  you did not indicate that you were using 5.5” pulleys during the 

ordering process, contact Patooyee’s Parts for exchange at patooyeesparts@gmail.com. *** 
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Photo 7a 
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Photo 7b 
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Photo 9 
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Photo 11 
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Photo 12 
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Photo 17 
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Exploded View 

 

 

 

 

 


